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We provide the highest quality healthcare 
equipment, all based around our 
philosophy:

1. Protect the patient from discomfort 
and make transfers less disruptive

2. Protect the care and nursing team from 
manual handling risks

3. Protect the organisation by providing 
safe, fit for purpose and well-
maintained equipment

This brochure features products which 
enable early mobilisation, either 
encouraging patients off the bed, to 
other wards, or outside, whilst limiting 
transfers.  We have a number of other 
products in our range that also do 
this, so please get in touch if you are 
interested.

Added to this, part of the NHS recovery 
plan is to increase day surgeries and 
elective surgeries in the foreseeable 
future. 

Our icons highlight essential features on 
the healthcare furniture such as electric 
handset, Trendelenberg feature, and 
height adjustable, among other attributes.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU 

Here at Caremed we promise that 
all our healthcare equipment is 
accurately specified, rapidly deployed 
and impeccably clean.   

You can hire or purchase any of our NHS 
approved products, just get in touch with us 
via LiveChat on caremed-alrick.com, email or 
telephone to discuss further.

           01926 889677

           updates@caremed.healthcare

NHS CATALOGUE

http://caremed-alrick.com
mailto:updates%40caremed.healthcare?subject=
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We have been providing SertainTM and our 
Mobilise® chairs to the NHS for a number of years 
now, and really know what works. 

The chairs in here are all best sellers and are ideal 
for critical care, trauma, rehab and other wards. 

We also offer bariatric chairs in our range, which 
have a safe working load of 300kg.

An innovative, early mobilisation chair that 
lays 100% flat and has an innovative legrest 
that encourages sit to standing.  

It has all the features you would expect 
from an early mobilisation chair, and a 
few added extras thanks to feedback from 
critical care and physios on the current 
early mobilisation chairs available.

And it is manufactured right here in the 
UK, greatly reducing lead-times and CO² 
emissions.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

  Easy pat sliding from bed to chair or chair to bed

  Tilt-in-space

  Simple to clean thoroughly

  Works seamlessly with a number of popular healthcare 
equipment pieces such as the Stedy, ReTurn and Sara 
Plus

  Take your patients outside thanks to the twin wheel 
125mm castors

Features

Mobilise® layflat® CH5 critical care chair

Seat width adjustable from  
510 - 560mm

Hi-lo range 490 - 790mm
Safe Working Load (SWL) 160kg (25 stone)
Framework Steel & stainless steel
Covering Dartex Endurance 

material
Code CH5-S

Specifications

MOBILISE® CHAIRS  
FOR CRITICAL CARE, TRAUMA AND REHAB
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An advanced version of the Mobilise CH5-S critical care chair, 
we have added thoracic supports and active / therapeutic 
pressure care to enhance the functions further for complex 
neuro / neuro rehabilitation patients.

Easily and quickly mobilise and sit out your neuro critical care 
and trauma patients. Eliminate hoist transfers by pat sliding 
from bed to chair, thereby significantly reducing manual 
handling.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

An innovative, bariatric early mobilisation chair that has a SWL 
of 250kg, with 100% layflat® this chair is manufactured in the 
UK, using UK materials which greatly reduces lead-times.

The chair reduces manual handling strain on HCP's whilst 
encouraging simple early mobilisation with patients - the 
layflat® option allows the patient to be moved from bed to 
chair and then slowly mobilised.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

   Thoracic supports which can be moved to the correct 
position for the patient

   Removable arms

   Tilt-in-space

   Retractable legrest – fully retracts beneath the seat for 
easy sit to standing

   Easily removable footplate

 250kg safe working load.

 Retractable legrest (with removable footplate) - fully 
retracts beneath the seat so easier sit-to-standing.

 Adjustable seat width to 660mm.

 Strong, padded removable armrests

 Lay flat dimensions; length 1830mm x 660mm wide

Features

Features

Mobilise® layflat® CH5 neuro ICU chair

Mobilise® CH5 bariatric critical care multifunctional chair

Seat width adjustable from  
510 - 560mm 

Hi-lo range 490 - 790mm
SWL 160kg (25 stone)
Wheels Twin wheel 125mm castors with 

total lock or directional lock
Covering Dartex Endurance material
Code CH5-neuro

Seat width adjustable from 
550 - 660mm

Hi-lo range 520 - 820mm
Framework Steel and stainless steel
Covering Dartex Endurance material
Code CH5-L

Specifications

Specifications

MOBILISE® CHAIRS
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TREATMENT AND THERAPY CHAIRS 
IDEAL FOR CRITICAL CARE, TRAUMA AND REHAB

These chairs are all ideally suited for treatments 
and therapies.  They allow the patient to be 
both comfortable during treatment and allow 
the HCP to be able to move easily around 
the chair. Most of the chairs have variable 
heights, and the arm and legrests are all easily 
manoeuvred or removed, depending on the 
treatment.  These chairs can be easily and 
safely moved around wards.

MR1068 fixed height care chair
This care chair has been specifically 
designed to compliment the needs of 
patients with a moderate mobility moving 
around wards.

This is a great solution for patients who 
need to move between wards for therapy.

When the armrests are at maximum 
height, they not only create lateral 
containment, but also can be used as 
support for patients when assisting them 
to stand.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

  Move a patient safely from bed to chair by reducing  
the armrests to their minimum height

  Four swivel castors, 2 front and 2 rear directional with 
brakes which ensure excellent manoeuvrability

  Backrest inclination: 95° / 162°

  Legrest inclination: -90° / 10°

Features
Seat size Width 

Depth  
Height

54cm 
45cm  
52cm (from the floor)

SWL 150kg (23.5 stone)

Framework Steel tubing

Seat, backrest  
and legrest covering

Polyurethane foam 
covered in leatherette

Code MR1068

Specifications
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Mobilise® AP4297 treatment chair
The Mobilise® AP4297 therapy chair is perfect 
for use in clinic and hospital settings, allowing 
easy access during different therapeutic 
treatments, while guaranteeing maximum 
comfort to the patient.

Ideal for giving blood or taking blood samples.

Available on NHS Supply Chain website,  Available on NHS Supply Chain website,  
code FAM19813  code FAM19813  

  Each chair function can be achieved through a remote 
handset and a high-precision foot control

  Auto controlled Trendelenburg and bed positions
  Tilt up armrests
  Special paddings that fit to the body shape allowing 

comfort whilst therapeutic treatments take place

Features
Adjust. seat height 54-76cm
SWL 200kg (31 stone)
Covering Seamless, fireproof and 

anti-static upholstery, 
allowing for easy cleaning 
between patients

Code AP4297

Specifications

TREATMENT AND THERAPY CHAIRS
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SPECIALIST CHAIRS FOR EASY TRANSFER 
IDEAL FOR WARDS BUT ALSO SUITED FOR CRITICAL CARE AND REHAB

Since we started in 2007, over 60% of the UK's 
intensive care units now use our seating daily.
Encouraging the patient out of bed, and then 
having the best patient seating in the care 
environment can make a huge difference to 
wellbeing, cognitive function and rehabilitation.  
Our chairs are suitable for mobility in wards, but 
also ideal for critical care and rehabilitation.  
Remember, you can ask for a trial or rent these 
products if you want to test their capabilities.

MR1063 Armchair

Ideal for stroke patients, this chair 
provides numerous sitting positions to suit 
the patient and to assist transfer, with 
elevating legrest, fold out footrest and 
adjustable headrest.

Available on NHS Supply Chain website, Available on NHS Supply Chain website, 
code FAM19823code FAM19823

  Backrest has a push handle and lumbar support inside
  The armrests are collapsible and height-adjustable in 

six different positions
  Four swivel castors, 2 front and 2 rear directional with 

brakes which ensure excellent manoeuvrability
  Backrest inclination: 95° / 162°
  Legrest inclination: -90° / 10°

Features
Seat size Width 

Depth  
Height

54cm 
45cm  
52cm (from the floor)

SWL 150kg (23.5 stone)

Framework Steel tubing

Seat, backrest  
and legrest covering

Polyurethane foam 
covered in leatherette

Code MR1063

Specifications
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MR1076 highback orthopaedic seat

Mobilise® CH4 multipurpose ward chair

With a safe working load of 135kg, this 
orthopaedic adjustable specialist seat has 
a high back, elevating back rest, legrest 
and adjustable headrest. 

Padded armrests are collapsible to 
facilitate ease of movement and mobility 
of the patient.
Available on NHS Supply Chain website, Available on NHS Supply Chain website, 
code FAM19818  code FAM19818  

The Mobilise CH4 is an innovative, 
multipurpose ward chair, ideal for elderly 
and frailty care. With a significant hi-lo 
range which encourages sit to standing, this 
chair is manufactured in the UK, using UK 
materials which greatly reduces lead-times.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

  Backrest inclination 95° / 162°
  Legrest inclination -90° / 10°
  Four non marking, swivel castors
  Accessories include - adjustable IV pole, left and right 

clamp for IV pole and oxygen tank holder

 100% layflat® feature
 Height adjustable from 470mm – 670mm
 Easily remove the seat and back cushions for cleaning
 Strong, padded, removable armrests

Features

Features

Adjust. seat height 55-88cm 
via a hydraulic system

SWL 135kg (21 stone)
Framework Sturdy steel

Code MR1076

SWL 160kg (25 stone)
Castors 125mm twin wheel castors with 

total lock or directional lock

Code CH4-S

Specifications

Specifications

SPECIALIST CHAIRS FOR EASY TRANSFER 
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TX26 Chair

TX25 Multifunctional electric chair

Specifically designed for patients with 
reduced mobility, the TX26 is a height 
adjustable chair, with its proven reliability 
and versatility making it suitable for 
a wide range of patients and clinical 
settings.

Easily, quickly and safely mobilise high 
dependency and general care patients.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

The TX25 with its proven reliability and 
versatility makes it suitable for a wide 
range of patients and clinical settings, 
such as high dependency and acute care.

This mobile, height adjustable, 
multifunctional ward chair is robust and 
excellent for hygiene and infection control 
within the acute hospital environment.

On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

  Visco-elastic thermoformed foam provides extra 
comfort and protection from ulcer formation for 
patients who may be at risk.

  160° of backrest recline

  Height adjustable through a hydraulic system driven 
by foot control.

  Drop down arms for easy side transfers

  Trendelenberg position through gas springs

  No seams, stiches or velcro to contend with

  The TX25E is electrically operated with battery 
backup

  Height adjustable with castors
  160° of backrest recline, and an elevating legrest, 

giving a near layflat position
  Drop-down arms for easy side transfers

Features

Features

Adjust. seat height 55-82cm

SWL 175kg (27 stone)
Code TX26

Adjust. seat height 49-82cm

SWL 175kg (27 stone)
Code TX25E

Specifications

Specifications

SPECIALIST CHAIRS FOR EASY TRANSFER 
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TX15 - Multifunctional Ward Chair
This is a versatile, hard working ward 
chair. A more advanced option than static 
wooden framed ward chairs, with virtual 
layflat options, a longer service life and 
more hygienic.

Available as both a static and a mobile 
version and with or without an elevating 
legrest.

Available on NHS Supply  Available on NHS Supply  
Chain website,  Chain website,  
code FAM19823code FAM19823

  160° of backrest recline - virtual layflat
  Strong metal framework
  Drop down arms for easy side transfers
  Seamless, velcro-free upholstery and visco-cushioning

Features
Seat Size Height 

Width
52cm 
54cm

Overall 
dimensions in 
lying position

Length 
Height 

1745mm 
600mm

SWL 175kg (27 stone)
Code TX15

Specifications

SPECIALIST CHAIRS FOR EASY TRANSFER 

The TX series comes with a number of different accessories.  If there is something you need on the 
chair, just let us know.

I.V. pole Oxygen cylinder holder

IV Pole, suitable for TX chairs, made from stainless 
steel.

 Works with the IV pole bracket which attaches 
to the right or left handside of the chair

The cylinder holder is made of chromed steel and is 
suitable for 3 litre bottles.

 Suitable for hanging from the back of a fixed or 
flexible height TX chair

Height adjustable pole

2 hooks
Made of chromed steel
Code TX-ACSY-IVP

Internal diameter 164mm

Maximum tank length 690mm
Code TX-ACSY-OXYB
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MR1062 Armchair
Ideally suited to patients with good 
mobility or with the ability to move 
autonomously, this chair provides 
numerous seating positions to suit 
the patient and to assist transfer, with 
manually adjustable head and armrests.
The backrest has a push handle and 
lumbar support inside.

Available on NHS Supply Chain website, Available on NHS Supply Chain website, 
code FAM19826code FAM19826

  Six position armrests
  Fixed height with feet
  Gas spring adjustments
  Backrest inclination: 95° / 162°
  Legrest inclination: -90° / 10°

Features Specifications

Seat size Width 
Depth  
Height

54cm 
45cm  
52cm (from the floor)

SWL 150kg (23.5 stone)
Seat, backrest  
and legrest covering

Polyurethane foam 
covered in leatherette

Code MR1062

SPECIALIST CHAIRS FOR EASY TRANSFER

Here at Caremed Alrick UK, we have been 
working with the NHS, OT's and Therapists, 
Private Hospitals and Care Homes for over 
14 years both selling and renting out our 
healthcare furniture.
We pride ourselves on not only providing 
excellent quality products, but also servicing 
and repairing the equipment we provide, so 
they continue to help patients and healthcare 
professionals alike.
We are a small but committed team who want 
to make healthcare easier, safer and simpler 
to both patients and HCP’s alike.  

Added to which we have achieved  
a 4.7 out of 5 satisfaction ratea 4.7 out of 5 satisfaction rate  from our recent 

survey, and 94% of our customers would be  
(highly) likely to recommend us to colleagues!*

In our recent feedback survey, our 
customers said the following about us:

* Aug ’21 Caremed UK survey
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EXAMINATION COUCHES  
SUITABLE FOR A&E, TRAUMA AND TREATMENT ROOMS

The perfect support for patients during 
medical examinations.  These examination 
couches are all height adjustable, with 
adjustable headrests, and a safe working 
load of at least 200Kg.  

They can also be used as treatment and 
therapy couches if necessary.  As with all 
our products, they are easy to clean and are 
made of robust materials, so can withstand 
plenty of use.

AT4046 medical examination couch

A highly versatile examination and 
treatment couch with an adjustable head 
rest and height it is suitable for all types of 
medical treatment; from examinations to 
therapy and massage.

Available on NHS Supply Chain website, Available on NHS Supply Chain website, 
code FAM19828code FAM19828

  The height can be adjusted using the electric handset

  The head section can be adjusted, allowing for 
optimal treatment positions

  The vinyl fabric surface is padded with soft 
polyurethane; fireproof and easy to disinfect

  Double seams ensure they are tear resistant

Features
Overall size Length  

Height
189cm 
65cm

SWL 200kg (31 stone)

Framework Tubular steel, welded 
and powder coated - 
resistant to scratches 
and accidental damage

Code AT4046E

Specifications
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AV4100 Bariatric medical examination couch

AV4114 3-section examination & treatment couch

A flexible bariatric examination table with 
adjustable height, Trendelenberg; ensuring 
optimum working conditions and comfort 
for the patient during treatments.
Available on NHS Supply Chain website,  Available on NHS Supply Chain website,  
code FAM19831code FAM19831

A highly versatile examination and 
treatment couch with adjustable head rest 
and height, that is suitable for all types of 
medical treatment; from examinations to 
therapy and massage.
On the approved NHS Supplier listOn the approved NHS Supplier list

  Handset works the backrest, adjustable height, 
Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg settings

  One motor for backrest movement, electric high 
elevation

  Large wheel base
  The absence of seams on the couch simplifies 

cleaning

  With Trendelenburg and back rest options 
  Removable legrest to be inclined in two positions 

to help the HCP while maintaining comfort for the 
patient

  Head section can be adjusted, allowing for optimal 
treatment positions

  Double seams ensure they are tear resistant

Features

Features

Overall size Length  
Width

198cm 
86cm

SWL 320Kg (50 stone)
Framework Epoxy coated steel
Adjust. height 48-80cm
Code AV4100

Overall Size Length  
Width

189cm 
60cm

SWL 200kg (31 stone)
Covering Vinyl fabric padded with 

soft polyurethane

Adjust. height 70-100cm
Code AV4114

Specifications

Specifications

EXAMINATION COUCHES
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Medical stool with foot rest Swivel hospital chair

Surgeon foot stool Medical stool saddle

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR YOU!

Padded seat, with foot rest, upholstered with black 
fabric.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

  Basement with steel insert with plastic 
covering and nylon feet

A simple swivel chair, ideal for HCP when examining 
a patient or filling in paperwork.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

   With foot ring and glide base

   Height adjustable

A sturdy chrome steel step or foot stool.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

  The step is covered in non-slip material with 
a PVC edge

Metal padded seat, covered with washable fabric.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

  5 double non-marking castor wheels

Height adjustment 60 - 80cm

Seat width 45 cm
Code MS5182
NHS Supply Chain code FAM15656

Height minimum 60cm

Colour options available
Code ZMS11852
NHS Supply Chain code FAM19817

Height 18cm

SWL 135kg (21 stone)
Code AH0250
NHS Supply Chain code FAM19830

Height adjustment 45 - 55cm

Seat size 48 x 48 cm
Code MS5010
NHS Supply Chain code FAM15655

Here are a number of pieces of equipment that are all NHS approved products. 
As with all our products they are easy to use and manoeuvre, robust and easy to clean. 
Remember, we are always here to help.  Just email, call or LiveChat us on our website if 
you need help!
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Stainless steel hospital trolley Linen trolley

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR YOU!

All accessories are easily attainable to reduce 
manoeuvres and intervention time.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 The trolley has 6 drawers with adjustable partitions, 
complete with emergency tamperproof lock

 Lateral folding shelf to the side

 With waste bin and oxygen bottle holder

A compact and easily manoeuvrable linen trolley
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 Shaped lid with hinges and hooks to support the bag

 Lower part with pedal to raise the lid

 Push handle to move

Storage cabinet with 4 shelves and glass door. 
Ideal for organising and arranging medicines and 
surgical devices.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 Varnished with epoxy powders which have a high 
resistance to corrosion and chemical agents

 Cabinet door is made of tempered glass

 4 shelves, easily adjustable

Dimensions H 92cm, W 55cm, D 100cm
4 non marking castors

Code CP2000

NHS Supply Chain code FAM15648

Framework Chromed steel

Code CA9024

NHS Supply Chain code FAM19829

Dimensions H 170cm, W 65cm, D 45cm

Cabinet legs Tubular steel with nylon adjustable feet

Code AA1210

NHS Supply Chain code FAM19827

Resus / emergency trolley Hospital storage cabinet with glass door

A robust, versatile hospital trolley
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 Complete with two removable steel tray-shelves

 Push handle 

 4 castors, 2 with brakes

Dimensions H 89cm, W 62cm, D 47cm

Framework Stainless steel

Code CA9044
NHS Supply Chain code FAM19822
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A variable height Infusion IV, or drip stand with 
4 hooks.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 No-overturning base with 5 spokes and swivelling 
castors

 Non marking castor base

Designed for strength and durability, the Strata is a 
light, closed back polypropylene chair which can be 
easily stacked when not in use.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 Available in a choice of 9 different colours

 Ideal for waiting rooms, cafeterias, and other 
communal areas

 Stackable up to 8 high for easy storage

A robust cast trolley with overbridge shelf.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 Two lower doors, two drawers in the middle and a large 
drawer at the top

 Top is made of glazed stainless steel, thickness 1 mm

The Italian-style Fresco polypropylene chairs are both 
strong and durable; suitable for a range of both indoor 
and outdoor areas.
Available on NHS Supply Chain websiteAvailable on NHS Supply Chain website

 The chair is available with or without arms

 Available in a choice of 3 colours

 Ideal for waiting rooms, cafeterias, and other 
communal areas

Variable Height 142cm maximum

Framework Chromed steel

Code AH0396BG
NHS Supply Chain code FAM19816

Weight 3.8kg per chair

Seat height 455mm

Code CM-STRATA
NHS Supply Chain code N1224920

Weight 3.9kg per chair

Seat height 450mm

Code CM-FRESCO
NHS Supply Chain code N1224923 / N1224922

Framework aluminium / composite

Code CP1035
NHS Supply Chain code FAM19815

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR YOU!

Infusion / IV / Drip stand

Strata polypropylene chair

Orthopaedic trolley

Fresco polypropylene armchair
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